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Description

BACKGROUND

Field

[0001] The present disclosure relates generally to communication, and more specifically to techniques for selecting
a serving base station and performing other functions in a wireless communication network.

Background

[0002] Wireless communication networks are widely deployed to provide various communication content such as
voice, video, packet data, messaging, broadcast, etc. These wireless networks may be multiple-access networks capable
of supporting multiple users by sharing the available network resources. Examples of such multiple-access networks
include Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) networks, Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) networks, Frequency
Division Multiple Access (FDMA) networks, Orthogonal FDMA (OFDMA) networks, and Single-Carrier FDMA (SC-FDMA)
networks.
[0003] A wireless communication network may include a number of base stations that can support communication for
a number of terminals. A terminal may be within the coverage of zero or more base stations at any given moment.
[0004] In such networks it is desirable to control the transmission power of the mobile terminals to improve the overall
network performance. US 2007/0197251 A1 describes a scheme for regulating the transmission power for mobile ter-
minals. However, there is still a need to improve power control for mobile terminals, in particular in heterogeneous
networks.

SUMMARY

[0005] This need is fulfilled by the subject matter of the independent claims. Techniques for using virtual noise figure
for various functions in a wireless communication network are described herein. A virtual noise figure is an indication of
a virtual noise level at a receiver and may be given by a ratio of the virtual noise level to thermal noise level. The virtual
noise level is a hypothetical noise level that may be higher than an actual noise level at the receiver. The virtual noise
figure may be used for various functions and may be especially applicable in a heterogeneous network with base stations
having different transmit power levels.
[0006] In an example, virtual noise figure may be used for selection of a serving base station for a terminal. The
terminal may receive information indicative of a virtual noise figure for each of at least one base station. The information
indicative of a virtual noise figure may be any information that may be used to determine a virtual noise figure of a base
station. Such information may comprise, e.g., a virtual noise figure, an actual noise figure, a noise figure delta, an actual
transmit power level, a virtual transmit power level, and/or other parameters for a base station. The virtual noise figure
for each base station may be determined based on an actual or virtual transmit power level for that base station, a
reference transmit power level, and an actual noise figure for the base station. The terminal may select a serving base
station based on the virtual noise figure for each of the at least one base station. In one design, the terminal may
determine a downlink received signal strength for each base station. The terminal may also determine an uplink signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) for each base station based on the virtual noise figure for that base station and other information.
The terminal may then select the serving base station based on the uplink SNR and the downlink received signal strength
for each base station. The terminal may also  determine an uplink SNR for the serving base station based on the actual
noise figure for the base station. The terminal may then select a rate based on the uplink SNR for the serving base
station and may send data at the selected rate to the serving base station.
[0007] In another example, virtual noise figure may be used for interference management. A base station may determine
a parameter indicative of loading at the base station. The parameter may be an interference-over-thermal (IoT), a rise-
over-thermal (RoT), etc. The base station may determine a loading indicator based on the parameter indicative of loading
at the base station and a virtual noise figure for the base station. In one design, the base station may determine a
threshold based on the virtual noise figure, compare the parameter against the threshold, and set the loading indicator
based on the comparison result. The base station may transmit (e.g., broadcast) the loading indicator to terminals, which
may adjust their transmit power levels based on the loading indicator.
[0008] According to the present invention, the virtual noise figure is used for power control. A base station may
determine received signal quality for a terminal. The base station may generate a power control command based on the
received signal quality for the terminal and a virtual noise figure for the base station. The base station may send the
power control command to the terminal, which may adjust its transmit power level accordingly.
[0009] Various aspects and features of the disclosure are described in further detail below.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010] FIG. 1 shows a wireless communication network.
[0011] FIG. 2A shows downlink transmissions from two base stations.
[0012] FIG. 2B shows uplink transmissions to two base stations.
[0013] FIG. 3 shows a process for selecting a serving base station.
[0014] FIG. 4 shows an apparatus for selecting a serving base station.
[0015] FIG. 5 shows a process for supporting serving base station selection.
[0016] FIG. 6 shows an apparatus for supporting serving base station selection.
[0017] FIG. 7 shows a process for performing interference management.
[0018] FIG. 8 shows an apparatus for performing interference management.
[0019] FIG. 9 shows a process for performing power control by a base station.
[0020] FIG. 10 shows an apparatus for performing power control by a base station.
[0021] FIG. 11 shows a process for performing power control by a terminal.
[0022] FIG. 12 shows an apparatus for performing power control by a terminal.
[0023] FIG. 13 shows a block diagram of a terminal and a base station.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0024] The techniques described herein may be used for various wireless communication networks such as CDMA,
TDMA, FDMA, OFDMA, SC-FDMA and other networks. The terms "network" and "system" are often used interchange-
ably. A CDMA network may implement a radio technology such as Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (UTRA), cdma2000,
etc. UTRA includes Wideband CDMA (WCDMA) and other variants of CDMA. cdma2000 covers IS-2000, IS-95 and IS-
856 standards. A TDMA network may implement a radio technology such as Global System for Mobile Communications
(GSM). An OFDMA network may implement a radio technology such as Evolved UTRA (E-UTRA), Ultra Mobile Broadband
(UMB), IEEE 802.11 (Wi-Fi), IEEE 802.16 (WiMAX), IEEE 802.20, Flash-OFDM®, etc. UTRA and E-UTRA are part of
Universal Mobile Telecommunication System  (UMTS). 3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE) and LTE-Advanced (LTE-A)
are new releases of UMTS that use E-UTRA, which employs OFDMA on the downlink and SC-FDMA on the uplink.
UTRA, E-UTRA, UMTS, LTE, LTE-A and GSM are described in documents from an organization named "3rd Generation
Partnership Project" (3GPP). cdma2000 and UMB are described in documents from an organization named "3rd Gen-
eration Partnership Project 2" (3GPP2). The techniques described herein may be used for the wireless networks and
radio technologies mentioned above as well as other wireless networks and radio technologies.
[0025] FIG. 1 shows a wireless communication network 100, which may include a number of base stations and other
network entities. For simplicity, only two base stations 120 and 122 and one network controller 130 are shown in FIG.
1. A base station may be a station that communicates with the terminals and may also be referred to as an access point,
a Node B, an evolved Node B (eNB), etc. A base station may provide communication coverage for a particular geographic
area. The term "cell" can refer to a coverage area of a base station and/or a base station subsystem serving this coverage
area, depending on the context in which the term is used. A base station may serve one or multiple (e.g., three) cells.
[0026] A base station may provide communication coverage for a macro cell, a pico cell, a femto cell, or some other
type of cell. A macro cell may cover a relatively large geographic area (e.g., several kilometers in radius) and may support
communication for terminals with service subscription. A pico cell may cover a relatively small geographic area and may
support communication for all terminals with service subscription. A femto cell may cover a relatively small geographic
area (e.g., a home) and may support communication for terminals having association with the femto cell (e.g., terminals
belonging to residents of the home). A base station for a macro cell may be referred to as a macro base station. A base
station for a pico cell may be referred to as a pico base station. A base station for a femto cell may be referred to as a
home  base station. A serving base station is a base station designated to serve a terminal on the downlink and/or uplink.
[0027] Network controller 130 may couple to a set of base stations and provide coordination and control for these
base stations. Network controller 130 may communicate with base stations 120 and 122 via a backhaul. Base stations
120 and 122 may also communicate with one another, e.g., directly or indirectly via wireless or wireline backhaul.
[0028] A terminal 110 may be one of many terminals supported by wireless network 100. Terminal 110 may be
stationary or mobile and may also be referred to as an access terminal (AT), a mobile station (MS), a user equipment
(UE), a subscriber unit, a station, etc. Terminal 110 may be a cellular phone, a personal digital assistant (PDA), a wireless
modem, a wireless communication device, a handheld device, a laptop computer, a cordless phone, etc. Terminal 110
may communicate with a base station via the downlink and uplink. The downlink (or forward link) refers to the commu-
nication link from the base station to the terminal, and the uplink (or reverse link) refers to the communication link from
the terminal to the base station.
[0029] In wireless network 100, a serving base station may be selected for a terminal during handoff or initial access
based on downlink and uplink received signal strength (RSS) measurements. Received signal strength may also be
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referred to as received power, received pilot power, pilot strength, etc. If base stations 120 and 122 have equal transmit
power for the downlink and if terminal 110 measures higher received signal strength for base station 120, then base
station 120 may be selected as the serving base station for terminal 110. If the downlink path loss is equal to the uplink
path loss, then higher downlink received signal strength for base station 120 at terminal 110 may imply higher uplink
received signal strength for terminal 110 at base station 120. In this case, selecting a serving base station based on
downlink received signal strength will also result in good uplink performance.
[0030] A heterogeneous network may include base stations with different transmit power levels. For example, a macro
base station may  have a transmit power level of +43 dBm (decibel relative to one milliWatt) whereas a home base
station may have a transmit power level of +30 dBm. A terminal may be within the coverage of two base stations. The
boundary at which the downlink received signal strength for one base station is equal to the downlink received signal
strength for the other base station is referred to as the downlink handoff boundary. The boundary at which the uplink
received signal strength at one base station is equal to the uplink received signal strength at the other base station is
referred to as the uplink handoff boundary. If the two base stations have different transmit power levels, then the downlink
handoff boundary may not match the uplink handoff boundary. The terminal may then have higher downlink received
signal strength for one base station but higher uplink received signal strength at the other base station. For example,
the terminal may measure ⎯90 dBm for a macro base station transmitting at +43 dBm and ⎯95 dBm for a home base
station transmitting at +30 dBm. The path loss for the macro base station may be 133 decibel (dB), and the path loss
for the home base station may be 125 dB. The uplink received signal strength for the terminal may be 8 dB higher at
the home base station than the macro base station. The macro base station with the better downlink may be selected
as the serving base station for the terminal. However, the terminal may be closer to the home base station, which is a
non-serving base station, and may have better uplink for the home base station.
[0031] The difference in transmit power levels for two base stations may be expressed as: 

where
PTX,high is a transmit power level (in dBm) for a high power base station,
PTX,low is a transmit power level (in dBm) for a low power base station, and  ΔTX is a downlink transmit power difference
(in dB) for the two base stations.
[0032] The boundaries of equal received signal strength for/at the two base stations may be offset by the downlink
transmit power difference ΔTX. One scheme to balance the downlink and uplink handoff boundaries is to apply noise
figure degradation at the low power base station. Noise figure is a ratio of received noise to thermal noise (in linear unit).
As an example, with no radio frequency (RF) input, the thermal noise may be ⎯174 dBm/Hz at 0° Kelvin, the received
noise may be ⎯169 dBm/Hz, and the noise figure may be 5 dB. For noise figure degradation, the low power base station
may generate and add noise such that its noise figure is ΔTX dB higher, as follows: 

where
NFhigh is the noise figure (in dB) for the high power base station, and
NFlow is the noise figure (in dB) for the low power base station.
[0033] For the example described above with ΔTX = 13 dB between the high and low power base stations, the low
power base station may generate and add noise to increase the noise level from ⎯169 dBm/Hz to ⎯ 156 dBm/Hz. The
noise figure for the low power base station may then be increased by 13 dB.
[0034] Noise figure degradation may be used to balance the downlink and uplink handoff boundaries for base stations
with different transmit power levels. Many uplink power control and interference management schemes control the signal
and interference levels to a few times the thermal noise level. In case of transmit power mismatch between base stations,
increasing the noise figure of the low power base station by ΔTX dB may result in matching the downlink and uplink
handoff boundaries for the high and low power base stations. For example, the high power base station may transmit
at +43 dBm, and the low power base station  may transmit at +30 dBm. A terminal may measure ⎯90 dBm for both
base stations. The terminal may have a path loss of 133 dB for the high power base station and a path loss of 120 dB
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for the low power base station. The low power base station may have 13 dB higher received signal strength for the
terminal than the high power base station. However, if the low power base station has 13 dB higher noise figure, then
both base stations may have the same SNR for the terminal. With noise figure degradation, the terminal may have the
same downlink SNR for both base stations when located at the handoff boundary and may also have the same uplink
SNR at both base stations at the same handoff boundary. The base station with the best downlink may be selected as
the serving base station, and this base station would also have the best uplink for the terminal (assuming that the path
loss for the downlink is equal to the path loss for the uplink). Noise figure degradation may thus be used to balance the
downlink and uplink handoff boundaries. However, the extra noise added at the low power base station may result in
loss of uplink capacity and may also degrade uplink performance.
[0035] In an aspect, virtual noise figure may be used for serving base station selection in a heterogeneous network
to obtain balanced downlink and uplink handoff boundaries while avoiding uplink performance degradation. An actual
noise figure of a base station may be virtually degraded by a suitable amount to obtain a virtual noise figure for the base
station. However, the noise figure of the base station is not actually degraded by injecting extra noise. Hence, degradation
in uplink performance may be avoided. The virtual noise figure may be used for serving base station selection and/or
other purposes.
[0036] The actual and virtual noise figures for a given base station m may be expressed as: 

and

where
No is thermal noise (in dBm) for an applicable bandwidth,
Nactual,m is actual noise (in dBm) for base station m,
NFactual,m is the actual noise figure (in dB) for base station m,
NFvirtual,m is the virtual noise figure (in dB) for base station m, and
δ NF,m is a delta between the virtual and actual noise figures for base station m.
[0037] For simplicity, noise may be defined for an applicable bandwidth (e.g., the bandwidth usable for transmission)
and given in units of dBm. Noise may also be provided as a density and given in units of dBm/Hz.
[0038] In one design, the noise figure delta δNF,m may be defined as follows: 

where
PTX,ref is a reference transmit power level, and
PTX,m is the transmit power level for base station m.
The reference transmit power level may be the transmit power level for a macro base station, a predetermined transmit
power level, etc.
[0039] In general, the noise figure delta δNF,m may be set to any suitable value equal to or greater than zero. If δNF,m
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= ΔTX, then the downlink and uplink handoff boundaries may be balanced. δNF,m may also be set to other values to favor
selection of certain base stations. For example, δNF,m may be set as 0≤ δNF,m < ΔTX to favor selection of home base
stations over macro base stations. The virtual noise figure may be computed based on the noise figure delta and the
actual noise figure, as shown in equation (4).
[0040] The path loss for base station m at a terminal may be expressed as:

where
PRX,m is the received power for base station m at the terminal, and
PLm is the path loss for base station m.
PRX,m is also referred to as the downlink received signal strength for base station m.
[0041] The downlink SNR for base station m at the terminal may be expressed as: 

where
Nterminal is noise (in dBm) at the terminal, and
SNRDL,m is the downlink SNR for base station m.
[0042] The uplink SNR for the terminal at base station m may be expressed as: 

where
PTX,terminal is the transmit power level for the terminal, and
SNRUL,m is the uplink SNR for the terminal at base station m.
Equation (9) assumes that the path loss for the uplink is equal to the path loss for the downlink.
[0043] FIG. 2A shows downlink transmissions from base stations 120 and 122 to terminal 110. Base stations 120 and
122 may have transmit power levels of PTX,1, and PTX,2, respectively, and may also have path losses of PL1 and PL2,
respectively, to terminal 110. Terminal 110 may obtain received powers of PRX,1, and PRX,2 for base stations 120 and
122, respectively. Terminal 110 may compute downlink SNRs of SNRDL,1 and SNRDL,2 for base stations 120 and 122,
respectively.
[0044] FIG. 2B shows uplink transmissions from terminal 110 to base stations 120 and 122. Terminal 110 may have
a transmit power  level of PTX,terminal and may also have path losses of PL1 and PL2, respectively, to base stations 120
and 122, respectively. Base stations 120 and 122 may have virtual noise figures of NFvirtual,1 and NFvirtual,2, respectively.
Terminal 110 may have uplink SNRs of SNRUL,1 and SNRUL,2 at base stations 120 and 122, respectively, which may
be obtained based on the virtual noise figures of NFvirtual,1 and NFvirtual,2, respectively.
[0045] Each base station may send various types of information that may be used for serving base station selection
and/or other purposes. For example, each base station may broadcast its transmit power level PTX,m, its actual noise
figure NFactual,m, its virtual noise figure NFvirtual,m, its noise figure delta δNF,m, other information, or any combination
thereof. The transmit power level PTX,m may also be known by the terminals a priori or conveyed in other manners. The
virtual noise figure NFvirtual,m may be conveyed by an absolute value, a relative value from the actual noise figure (e.g.,
δNF,m), a relative value from a nominal noise figure, etc. The virtual noise figure may also be conveyed by the actual
noise figure NFactual,m and the transmit power level PTX,m, which may be used to compute the noise figure delta δNF,m
based on a known reference transmit power level PTX,ref.
[0046] In one design, a terminal may receive broadcast information from base stations and may compute various
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measurements for each base station. The terminal may measure the downlink received signal strength for each base
station. The terminal may determine the path loss for each base station based on the transmit power level and the
measured downlink received signal strength for that base station. The terminal may compute the downlink SNR for each
base station, e.g., as shown in equation (8). The terminal may also compute the uplink SNR for each base station based
on the virtual noise figure for that base station, e.g., as shown in equation (9). The terminal may select a serving base
station based on the downlink SNR, the uplink SNR, and/or other information for all candidate base stations.
[0047] In another design, a base station may select a serving base station for a terminal. In this design, the base
station may not transmit a virtual noise figure but may use it internally in its own calculation to make a decision regarding
a serving base station for the terminal. The base station may use other information, such as downlink SNR reported by
the terminal, in making the decision.
[0048] The serving base station may be selected in various manners. In one design, the base station with the best
downlink (e.g., the highest downlink SNR) may be selected, with a constraint that the uplink of the selected base station
is above a predetermined threshold or is within a predetermined range of the best uplink. This design may be used to
improve downlink performance for the terminal. In another design, the base station with the best uplink (e.g., the highest
uplink SNR) may be selected, with a constraint that the downlink of the selected base station is above a predetermined
threshold or is within a predetermined range of the best downlink. This design may be used if uplink capacity is limited.
In general, the serving base station may be selected based on one or more criteria, which may be defined based on a
tradeoff between downlink and uplink performance.
[0049] The uplink SNR in equation (9) is a virtual SNR obtained based on the virtual noise figure, which is higher than
the actual noise figure by δNF,m. The virtual SNR may be used for serving base station selection. An actual SNR for the
uplink may be determined based on the actual noise figure and may be expressed as: 

where SNRUL,actual,m is the actual uplink SNR, which is based on the actual noise figure for base station m.
[0050] In one design, a data rate may be selected based on the actual SNR and a look-up table of data rate versus
SNR Data may be sent at the data rate determined based on the actual SNR. This design may result in better utilization
of the available channel capacity. In another  design, a data rate may be selected based on a virtual SNR obtained with
the virtual noise figure. Data may be sent at the data rate determined based on the virtual SNR. If hybrid automatic
retransmission (HARQ) is used for data transmission, then the data transmission may terminate early since the actual
SNR may be better than the virtual SNR In yet another design, an intermediate SNR may be computed based on an
intermediate noise figure, which may be selected based on a tradeoff between capacity and reliability and may be given
as NFactual,m < NFintermediate,m < NFvirtual,m. Data may be sent at a data rate determined based on the intermediate SNR
[0051] In another aspect, virtual noise figure may be used for interference management in a heterogeneous network.
The network may utilize OFDM or SC-FDM. In this case, a base station may determine a virtual IoT, which may be
expressed as: 

where
Im is the measured interference (in dBm) at base station m,
Nvirtual,m is virtual noise (in dBm) at base station m, and
IoTvirtual,m is the virtual IoT (in dB) for base station m.
[0052] The base station may measure interference power Im and noise power Nactual,m observed by the base station.
In the design shown in equation (11), the base station may determine the virtual noise power based on the measured/
actual noise power and the noise figure delta δ NF,m, which may be dependent on the transmit power of the base station,
e.g., as shown in equation (6). The base station may then determine the virtual IoT based on the measured interference
and the virtual noise power. The base station may compare the virtual IoT against an IoT threshold and may set an
overload indicator if the virtual IoT exceeds the IoT threshold, as follows:
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The overload indicator may also be referred to as a loading indicator, an other sector interference (OSI) indicator, an
other cell interference indicator, etc. The overload indicator may comprise one bit (as shown above) or multiple bits.
[0053] In another design, the base station may determine an actual IoT based on the measured interference and the
actual noise power, as follows: 

where IoTactual,m is the actual IoT (in dB) for base station m. The base station may compare the actual IoT against a
virtual IoT threshold, which may be determined based on the noise figure delta δNF,m, as follows: 

where IoTnom,th is a nominal IoT threshold, and IoTvirtual,th is the virtual IoT threshold. The nominal IoT threshold may
be an IoT threshold for a macro base station and may be equal to 6 to 7 dB. The base station may set an overload
indicator if the actual IoT exceeds the virtual IoT threshold.
[0054] For both designs, the use of the virtual noise figure may result in the base station operating at a smaller actual
IoT, which may provide more margin against system instability. The base station may broadcast the overload indicator
to terminals. Terminals in neighbor cells may reduce their transmit power if the overload indicator indicates high IoT at
the base station.
[0055] The network may utilize CDMA. In this case, a base station may determine a virtual RoT, which may be
expressed as: 

 where RoTvirtual,m is the virtual RoT (in dB) for base station m.
[0056] The base station may measure the received power PRX,m and the noise power Nactual,m at the base station.
The base station may determine the virtual noise power based on the measured/actual noise power and the noise figure
delta δNF,m. The base station may then determine the virtual RoT based on the received power and the virtual noise
power. The base station may compare the virtual RoT against an RoT threshold and may set an overload indicator if
the virtual RoT exceeds the RoT threshold, as follows:
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[0057] In another design, the base station may determine an actual RoT based on the received power and the actual
noise power. The base station may then compare the actual RoT against a virtual RoT threshold, which may be determined
based on the noise figure delta δNF,m. The base station may set an overload indicator if the actual RoT exceeds the
virtual RoT threshold.
[0058] In general, the virtual noise figure for the base station may be taken into account in either an interference
parameter (e.g., the virtual IoT or the virtual RoT) or a corresponding threshold (e.g., the virtual IoT threshold or the
virtual RoT threshold). In any case, the base station may broadcast the overload indicator to terminals. The terminals
in neighbor cells may reduce their transmit power if the overload indicator indicates high IoT or high RoT at the base station.
[0059] In yet another aspect, virtual noise figure may be used for power control in a heterogeneous network. The
received signal quality for a transmission may be given by SNR, carrier-over-thermal (CoT), carrier-to-interference ratio
(C/I), or some other quantity. SNR, CoT and C/I may be expressed as: 

where
Cm is the received carrier power (in dBm) for a terminal at base station m,
SNRactual,m is the actual SNR (in dB) for the terminal at base station m,
CoTactual,m is the actual CoT (in dB) for the terminal at base station m, and
C/Iactual,m is the actual C/I (in dB) for the terminal at base station m.
[0060] The actual SNR, CoT or C/I may be compared against a virtual SNR, CoT or C/I threshold, respectively. These
thresholds may be expressed as: 
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where
SNRnom,th is a nominal SNR threshold and SNRvirtual,th is a virtual SNR threshold,
CoTnom,th is a nominal CoT threshold and CoTvirtual,th is a virtual CoT threshold, and
C/Inom,th is a nominal C/I threshold and C/Ivirtual,th is a virtual C/I threshold.
[0061] The nominal SNR, CoT and C/I thresholds may be suitably selected values. The virtual SNR, CoT and C/I
thresholds may be higher  than the nominal SNR, CoT and C/I thresholds, respectively, by the noise figure delta δNF,m.
[0062] A base station may determine the actual SNR, CoT or C/I for a terminal based on the actual noise power, e.g.,
as shown in equation (15), (16) or (17). The base station may compare the actual SNR, CoT or C/I against the virtual
SNR, CoT or C/I threshold, and may generate a power control command as follows:

[0063] In another design, the base station may determine a virtual SNR, CoT or C/I based on the virtual noise figure
NFvirtual,m. The base station may then compare the virtual SNR, CoT or C/I against the nominal SNR, CoT or C/I threshold.
In general, the virtual noise figure may be taken into account in either the received signal quality (e.g., the virtual SNR,
CoT or C/I) or the corresponding threshold (e.g., the virtual SNR, CoT or C/I threshold). In any case, the base station
may send the power control command to the terminal. The terminal may increase its transmit power if an UP command
is received or decrease its transmit power if a DOWN command is received.
[0064] The terminal may set its transmit power level based on noise figure degradation for the serving base station.
In one design, the terminal may set its transmit power as follows: 

where
PTX1 is a transmit power level (in dBm) for a first channel,
PTX2 is a transmit power level (in dBm) for a second channel,
Δ 12 is a nominal power offset (in dB) between the first and second channels, and
δ NF,m is a noise figure based adjustment (in dB).
[0065] The first channel may be a pilot channel, a control channel, a traffic channel, etc. The second channel may be
an access channel, a pilot channel, etc. The transmit power level PTX2 may be for the last access probe sent on the
access channel or some other transmit power level for some other channel. The nominal power offset Δ12 may be a
fixed value that may be known to the terminal or sent by the base station to the terminal. The noise figure based adjustment
δNF,m may be determined based on information received from base station m. The overall offset between the first and
second channels may be given as Δ 12 + δNF,m.
[0066] The terminal may receive the virtual noise figure or a change in the virtual noise figure from the serving base
station. The terminal may adjust its transmit power level based on the change in the virtual noise figure. For example,
the terminal may increase its transmit power level if the virtual noise figure for the base station is degraded, e.g., the
change is positive. The terminal may decrease its transmit power level if the virtual noise figure for the base station is
improved, e.g., the change is negative.
[0067] Virtual noise figure may be used for serving base station selection, interference management, and power control
as described above. Virtual noise figure may also be used for other purposes for wireless communication.
[0068] In one design, a base station may advertise a virtual transmit power level for the base station. A virtual transmit
power level is a hypothetical transmit power level that may be different from (e.g., higher than) an actual transmit power
level at a transmitter. The virtual transmit power level may reflect a virtual noise figure at the base station. In one design,
the virtual transmit power level and a noise figure delta for the base station may given as follows: 
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where
PTX_actual,m is the actual transmit power level of base station m, and
PTX_virtual,m is the virtual transmit power level of base station m.
[0069] As shown in equation (22), the base station may have an actual transmit power level of PTX_actual,m (in units
of dBm) and a noise figure delta of δNF,m (in units of dB). The base station may advertise (e.g., to terminals and/or other
base stations) a virtual transmit power level of PTX_virtual,m (in units of dBm) instead of the noise figure delta. The virtual
transmit power level may be equivalent to the noise figure delta and may be useful in a system that does not support
explicit advertisement of noise figure information.
[0070] In another design, a base station with an actual transmit power level of PTX_actual,m and a noise figure delta of
δNF,m may advertise a virtual transmit power level of PTX_actual,m + x and/or a virtual noise figure delta of (δNF,m - x), for
a suitable offset value of x. The case of x = δNF,m may be applicable if (i) the base station advertises a noise figure
degradation of zero or (ii) the base station does not have capability to advertise any noise figure degradation and it is
assumed to be zero by default. Adjustments of the advertised transmit power level and noise figure degradation by a
factor of x dB may be allowed because they do not affect calculations related to serving cell selection, uplink SINR
estimation (for the serving cell), and uplink loading parameter (IoT, RoT, etc.) estimation (for non-serving cells) based
on measured SNR of a received downlink signal.
[0071] FIG. 3 shows a design of a process 300 for selecting a serving base station in a wireless communication
network, e.g., a heterogeneous network with base stations having different transmit power levels. Process 300 may be
performed by a terminal or some other entity. Information indicative of a virtual noise figure for each of at least one base
station may be received (block 312). This information may comprise, e.g., the virtual noise figure, a change in the virtual
noise  figure, an actual noise figure, a noise figure delta, an actual transmit power level, a virtual transmit power level,
etc. For each base station, the virtual noise figure may be equal to or higher than the actual noise figure. The actual and
virtual noise figures may be provided in various forms, as described above. For example, a virtual noise figure may be
determined based on (i) an actual noise figure and a noise figure delta, as shown in equation (4), (ii) a virtual transmit
power level and an actual transmit power level, as shown in equation (23), or (iii) some other information.
[0072] A serving base station may be selected based on the virtual noise figure for each of the at least one base station
(block 314). In one design, downlink received signal strength for each base station may be determined. An uplink SNR
for each base station may also be determined based on the virtual noise figure for that base station and other information.
The serving base station may then be selected based on the uplink SNR and the downlink received signal strength for
each of the at least one base station. In one design, the base station with the highest downlink received signal strength
and an uplink SNR that is above an SNR threshold may be selected as the serving base station. The SNR threshold
may be a predetermined absolute value or a relative value that is a predetermined distance from the highest uplink SNR.
In another design, the base station with the highest uplink SNR and a downlink received signal strength that is above a
signal strength threshold may be selected as the serving base station. The signal strength threshold may be a prede-
termined absolute value or a relative value that is a predetermined distance from the highest downlink received signal
strength. The serving base station may also be selected based on other criteria.
[0073] An uplink SNR for the serving base station may be determined based on the actual noise figure for the serving
base station (block 316). A rate may be selected based on the uplink SNR for the serving base station (block 318). Data
may be sent at the selected rate to the serving base station (block 320).
[0074] The serving base station may be selected by the terminal based on information obtained by the terminal, e.g.,
received from base  stations and/or measured by the terminal. Alternatively, the terminal may send pertinent information
to a base station, which may then select the serving base station for the terminal.
[0075] FIG. 4 shows a design of an apparatus 400 for selecting a serving base station. Apparatus 400 includes a
module 412 to receive information indicative of a virtual noise figure for each of at least one base station, a module 414
to select a serving base station based on the virtual noise figure for each of the at least one base station, a module 416
to determine an uplink SNR for the serving base station based on an actual noise figure for the serving base station, a
module 418 to select a rate based on the uplink SNR for the serving base station, and a module 420 to send data at the
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selected rate to the serving base station.
[0076] FIG. 5 shows a design of a process 500 for supporting serving base station selection in a wireless (e.g.,
heterogeneous) communication network. Process 500 may be performed by a base station or some other entity. A virtual
noise figure for a base station may be determined, e.g., based on a transmit power level for the base station, a reference
transmit power level, and an actual noise figure for the base station, as shown in equations (4) and (6) (block 512).
Information indicative of the virtual noise figure for the base station may be sent (block 514). An access request or a
handoff request may be received from a terminal, with the terminal selecting the base station based on the virtual noise
figure for the base station (block 516). Data sent by the terminal at a rate selected based on the actual noise figure for
the base station may be received (block 518).
[0077] FIG. 6 shows a design of an apparatus 600 for supporting serving base station selection. Apparatus 600 includes
a module 612 to determine a virtual noise figure for a base station, a module 614 to send information indicative of the
virtual noise figure for the base station, a module 616 to receive an access request or a handoff request from a terminal,
with the terminal selecting the base station based on the virtual noise figure for the base station, and a module 618 to
receive data sent by  the terminal at a rate selected based on the actual noise figure for the base station.
[0078] FIG. 7 shows a design of a process 700 for performing interference management in a wireless (e.g., hetero-
geneous) communication network. Process 700 may be performed by a base station or some other entity. A virtual noise
figure for a base station may be determined (block 712). A loading parameter (e.g., an IoT or an RoT) indicative of
loading at the base station may be determined (block 714). A loading indicator (e.g., an overload indicator) for the base
station may be determined based on the loading parameter and the virtual noise figure for the base station (block 716).
In one design of block 716, the loading parameter may be compared against a threshold, and the loading indicator may
be set based on the comparison result. Either the loading parameter or the threshold may be determined based on the
virtual noise figure for the base station. The loading indicator may be transmitted (e.g., broadcast) to terminals, which
may adjust their transmit power levels based on the loading indicator (block 718).
[0079] FIG. 8 shows a design of an apparatus 800 for performing interference management. Apparatus 800 includes
a module 812 to determine a virtual noise figure for a base station, a module 814 to determine a loading parameter
indicative of loading at the base station, a module 816 to determine a loading indicator for the base station based on
the loading parameter and the virtual noise figure for the base station, and a module 818 to transmit the loading indicator
to terminals.
[0080] FIG. 9 shows a design of a process 900 for performing power control in a wireless (e.g., heterogeneous)
communication network. Process 900 may be performed by a base station or some other entity. A virtual noise figure
for a base station may be determined (block 912). Received signal quality (e.g., SNR, CoT or C/I) may be determined
for a terminal at the base station (block 914). A power control command may be generated based on the received signal
quality and the virtual noise figure (block 916). In one design, a threshold may be determined based on the virtual noise
figure, e.g., as shown in equation (18), (19) or (20) (block 914). In another design, the received signal quality may be
determined based on the virtual noise figure. For both designs, the received signal quality may be compared against
the threshold to determine the power control command. The virtual noise figure may be taken into account in either the
received signal quality or the threshold. The power control command may be sent to the terminal, which may adjust its
transmit power level accordingly (block 918).
[0081] FIG. 10 shows a design of an apparatus 1000 for performing power control. Apparatus 1000 includes a module
1012 to determine a virtual noise figure for a base station, a module 1014 to determine received signal quality for a
terminal at the base station, a module 1016 to generate a power control command based on the received signal quality
and the virtual noise figure, and a module 1018 to send the power control command to the terminal.
[0082] FIG. 11 shows a design of a process 1100 for performing power control in a wireless (e.g., heterogeneous)
communication network. Process 1100 may be performed by a terminal or some other entity. The terminal may receive
information indicative of a virtual noise figure for a base station (block 1112). This information may comprise any of the
information described above. The terminal may determine its transmit power level based on the virtual noise figure for
the base station (block 1114). The terminal may receive power control commands from the base station (block 1116)
and may adjust its transmit power level based on the power control commands (block 1118).
[0083] In one design of block 1114, the terminal may determine an offset based on the virtual noise figure for the base
station. The terminal may then set the transmit power level for a first channel based on a second transmit power level
for a second channel plus the offset, e.g., as shown in equation (21). The first and second channels may be any of the
channels mentioned above. The offset may further include a portion (e.g., a nominal power offset Δ12 between the first
and second channels) that may be known to the terminal or sent by the base station to the terminal.
[0084] In another design of block 1114, the terminal may determine a change in the virtual noise figure for the base
station based on the received information. The terminal may adjust its transmit power level based on the change in the
virtual noise figure. For example, the terminal may increase its transmit power level if the virtual noise figure for the base
station is degraded, e.g., the change is positive. The terminal may decrease its transmit power level if the virtual noise
figure for the base station is improved, e.g., the change is negative.
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[0085] FIG. 12 shows a design of an apparatus 1200 for performing power control. Apparatus 1200 includes a module
1212 to receive information indicative of a virtual noise figure for a base station, a module 1214 to determine a transmit
power level for a terminal based on the virtual noise figure for the base station, a module 1216 to receive power control
commands from the base station, and a module 1218 to adjust the transmit power level of the terminal based on the
power control commands.
[0086] The modules in FIGS. 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 may comprise processors, electronics devices, hardware devices,
electronics components, logical circuits, memories, etc., or any combination thereof.
[0087] FIG. 13 shows a block diagram of a design of terminal 110 and base station 120. Base station 122 in FIG. 1
may be implemented in similar manner as base station 120. Base station 120 may be equipped with T antennas 1334a
through 1334t, and terminal 110 may be equipped with R antennas 1352a through 1352r, where in general T ≥ 1 and R ≥ 1.
[0088] At base station 120, a transmit processor 1320 may receive data for one or more terminals from a data source
1312, process (e.g., encode and modulate) the data for each terminal based on one or more modulation and coding
schemes, and provide data symbols for all terminals. Transmit processor 1320 may also receive control information
(e.g., information for actual and/or virtual noise figures, transmit power level, etc.) from a controller/ processor 1340,
process the information, and provide control symbols. A transmit (TX) multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) processor
1330 may multiplex the data symbols, the  control symbols, and pilot symbols. Processor 1330 may further process
(e.g., precode) the multiplexed symbols and provide T output symbol streams to T modulators (MOD) 1332a through
1332t. Each modulator 1332 may process a respective output symbol stream (e.g., for OFDM, CDMA, etc.) to obtain
an output sample stream. Each modulator 1332 may further process (e.g., convert to analog, amplify, filter, and upconvert)
the output sample stream to obtain a downlink signal. T downlink signals from modulators 1332a through 1332t may be
transmitted via T antennas 1334a through 1334t, respectively.
[0089] At terminal 110, R antennas 1352a through 1352r may receive the downlink signals from base station 120 and
may provide received signals to demodulators (DEMOD) 1354a through 1354r, respectively. Each demodulator 1354
may condition (e.g., filter, amplify, downconvert, and digitize) a respective received signal to obtain received samples
and may further process the received samples (e.g., for OFDM, CDMA, etc.) to obtain received symbols. A MIMO detector
1360 may perform MIMO detection on the received symbols from all R demodulators 1354a through 1354r (if applicable)
and provide detected symbols. A receive processor 1370 may process the detected symbols, provide decoded data for
terminal 110 to a data sink 1372, and provide decoded control information to a controller/processor 1390.
[0090] On the uplink, at terminal 110, data from a data source 1378 and control information (e.g., information identifying
a selected serving base station) from controller/processor 1390 may be processed by a transmit processor 1380, precoded
by a TX MIMO processor 1382 (if applicable), conditioned by modulators 1354a through 1354r, and transmitted via
antennas 1352a through 1352r. At base station 120, the uplink signals from terminal 110 may be received by antennas
1334, conditioned by demodulators 1332, detected by a MIMO detector 1336, and processed by a receive processor
1338 to obtain the data and control information transmitted by terminal 110. A channel processor 1394 may make
measurements for parameters (e.g., downlink received signal  strength, downlink SNR, uplink SNR, etc.) used for serving
base station selection and data transmission.
[0091] Controllers/processors 1340 and 1390 may direct the operation at base station 120 and terminal 110, respec-
tively. Controller/processor 1340 and/or other modules at base station 120 may perform or direct process 300 in FIG.
3, process 500 in FIG. 5, process 700 in FIG. 7, process 900 in FIG. 9, and/or other processes for the techniques
described herein. Controller/processor 1390 and/or other modules at terminal 110 may perform or direct process 300
in FIG. 3, process 1100 in FIG. 11, and/or other processes for the techniques described herein. Memories 1342 and
1392 may store data and program codes for base station 120 and terminal 110, respectively. A scheduler 1344 may
schedule terminals for transmissions on the downlink and/or uplink and may assign resources to the scheduled terminals.
A communication (Comm) unit 1346 may support communication with network controller 130 via the backhaul.
[0092] Those of skill in the art would understand that information and signals may be represented using any of a variety
of different technologies and techniques. For example, data, instructions, commands, information, signals, bits, symbols,
and chips that may be referenced throughout the above description may be represented by voltages, currents, electro-
magnetic waves, magnetic fields or particles, optical fields or particles, or any combination thereof.
[0093] Those of skill would further appreciate that the various illustrative logical blocks, modules, circuits, and algorithm
steps described in connection with the disclosure herein may be implemented as electronic hardware, computer software,
or combinations of both. To clearly illustrate this interchangeability of hardware and software, various illustrative com-
ponents, blocks, modules, circuits, and steps have been described above generally in terms of their functionality. Whether
such functionality is implemented as hardware or software depends upon the particular application and design constraints
imposed on the overall system. Skilled artisans may implement the described functionality in  varying ways for each
particular application, but such implementation decisions should not be interpreted as causing a departure from the
scope of the present disclosure.
[0094] The various illustrative logical blocks, modules, and circuits described in connection with the disclosure herein
may be implemented or performed with a general-purpose processor, a digital signal processor (DSP), an application
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specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a field programmable gate array (FPGA) or other programmable logic device, discrete
gate or transistor logic, discrete hardware components, or any combination thereof designed to perform the functions
described herein. A general-purpose processor may be a microprocessor, but in the alternative, the processor may be
any conventional processor, controller, microcontroller, or state machine. A processor may also be implemented as a
combination of computing devices, e.g., a combination of a DSP and a microprocessor, a plurality of microprocessors,
one or more microprocessors in conjunction with a DSP core, or any other such configuration.
[0095] The steps of a method or algorithm described in connection with the disclosure herein may be embodied directly
in hardware, in a software module executed by a processor, or in a combination of the two. A software module may
reside in RAM memory, flash memory, ROM memory, EPROM memory, EEPROM memory, registers, hard disk, a
removable disk, a CD-ROM, or any other form of storage medium known in the art. An exemplary storage medium is
coupled to the processor such that the processor can read information from, and write information to, the storage medium.
In the alternative, the storage medium may be integral to the processor. The processor and the storage medium may
reside in an ASIC. The ASIC may reside in a user terminal. In the alternative, the processor and the storage medium
may reside as discrete components in a user terminal.
[0096] In one or more exemplary designs, the functions described may be implemented in hardware, software, firmware,
or any combination thereof. If implemented in software, the functions may be  stored on or transmitted over as one or
more instructions or code on a computer-readable medium. Computer-readable media includes both computer storage
media and communication media including any medium that facilitates transfer of a computer program from one place
to another. A storage media may be any available media that can be accessed by a general purpose or special purpose
computer. By way of example, and not limitation, such computer-readable media can comprise RAM, ROM, EEPROM,
CD-ROM or other optical disk storage, magnetic disk storage or other magnetic storage devices, or any other medium
that can be used to carry or store desired program code means in the form of instructions or data structures and that
can be accessed by a general-purpose or special-purpose computer, or a general-purpose or special-purpose processor.
Also, any connection is properly termed a computer-readable medium. For example, if the software is transmitted from
a website, server, or other remote source using a coaxial cable, fiber optic cable, twisted pair, digital subscriber line
(DSL), or wireless technologies such as infrared, radio, and microwave, then the coaxial cable, fiber optic cable, twisted
pair, DSL, or wireless technologies such as infrared, radio, and microwave are included in the definition of medium. Disk
and disc, as used herein, includes compact disc (CD), laser disc, optical disc, digital versatile disc (DVD), floppy disk
and blu-ray disc where disks usually reproduce data magnetically, while discs reproduce data optically with lasers.
Combinations of the above should also be included within the scope of computer-readable media.
[0097] In the following, further examples are described to facilitate the understanding of the invention:
[0098] In one example, a method for wireless communication, comprising receiving information indicative of a virtual
noise figure for each of at least one base station; and selecting a serving base station based on the virtual noise figure
for each of the at least one base station. In the method, the information indicative of the virtual noise figure for each
base station may comprise the virtual noise figure, a noise figure delta, or a virtual transmit power level for the base
station. In the method, the information indicative of the virtual noise figure for each base station may comprise a factor
of x, where x is a difference between a virtual transmit power level and an actual transmit power level for the base station
or an offset from a noise figure delta for the base station. The method may further comprising determining an uplink
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for each of the at least one base station based on the virtual noise figure for the base station,
and wherein the selecting the serving base station may comprise selecting the serving base station based on the uplink
SNR for each of the at least one base station. The method may further comprising determining a downlink received
signal strength for each of the at least one base station, and wherein the selecting the serving base station may comprise
selecting the serving base station based further on the downlink received signal strength for each of the at least one
base station. In the method, the selecting the serving base station may comprise selecting a base station with a highest
downlink received signal strength and an uplink SNR above a threshold as the serving base station. In the method, the
selecting the serving base station may comprise selecting a base station with a highest uplink SNR and a downlink
received signal strength above a threshold as the serving base station. The method may further comprising receiving
information indicative of an actual noise figure for the serving base station; determining an uplink signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) for the serving base station based on the actual noise figure; selecting a rate based on the uplink SNR for the
serving base station; and sending data at the selected rate to the serving  base station. In the method, the at least one
base station may comprise multiple base stations having different transmit power levels. In the method, the receiving
information and the selecting a serving base station may be performed by a terminal. In the method, the receiving
information and the selecting a serving base station may be performed by one of the at least one base station.
[0099] In one example, an apparatus for wireless communication, comprising: means for receiving information indic-
ative of a virtual noise figure for each of at least one base station; and means for selecting a serving base station based
on the virtual noise figure for each of the at least one base station. The apparatus may further comprising: means for
determining an uplink signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for each of the at least one base station based on the virtual noise
figure for the base station, and wherein the means for selecting the serving base station may comprise means for
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selecting the serving base station based on the uplink SNR for each of the at least one base station. The apparatus may
further comprising: means for determining a downlink received signal strength for each of the at least one base station,
and wherein the means for selecting the serving base station may comprise means for selecting the serving base station
based further on the downlink received signal strength for each of the at least one base station. The apparatus may
further comprising means for receiving information indicative of an actual noise figure for the serving base station; means
for determining an uplink signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for the serving base station based on the actual noise figure; means
for selecting a rate based on the uplink SNR for the serving base station; and means for sending data at the selected
rate to the serving base station.
[0100] In one example, an apparatus for wireless communication, comprising: at least one processor configured to
receive information indicative of a virtual noise figure for each of at least one base station, and to select a serving base
station based on the virtual noise figure for each of the at least one base station. In the apparatus, the at least one
processor may be configured to determine an uplink signal-to-noise ratio  (SNR) for each of the at least one base station
based on the virtual noise figure for the base station, and to select the serving base station based on the uplink SNR
for each of the at least one base station. In the apparatus, the at least one processor may be configured to determine
a downlink received signal strength for each of the at least one base station, and to select the serving base station based
further on the downlink received signal strength for each of the at least one base station. In the apparatus, the at least
one processor may be configured to receive information indicative of an actual noise figure for the serving base station,
to determine an uplink signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for the serving base station based on the actual noise figure, to select
a rate based on the uplink SNR for the serving base station, and to send data at the selected rate to the serving base station.
[0101] In one example, a computer program product, comprising: a computer-readable medium comprising: code for
causing at least one computer to receive information indicative of a virtual noise figure for each of at least one base
station, and code for causing the at least one computer to select a serving base station based on the virtual noise figure
for each of the at least one base station.
[0102] In one example, a method for wireless communication, comprising: sending information indicative of a virtual
noise figure for a base station; and receiving an access request or a handoff request from a terminal, the terminal
selecting the base station based on the virtual noise figure for the base station. In the method, the information indicative
of the virtual noise figure for the base station may comprise the virtual noise figure, a noise figure delta, or a virtual
transmit power level for the base station. The method may further comprising: determining the virtual noise figure based
on a transmit power level for the base station and a reference transmit power level. In the method, the virtual noise figure
may be determined based further on an actual noise figure for the base station. The method may further comprising:
sending information indicative of an actual noise figure for the base station, the actual noise figure being lower than the
virtual noise figure; and receiving data sent  by the terminal at a rate selected based on the actual noise figure for the
base station. The method may further comprising: sending information indicative of a transmit power level for the base
station, wherein the base station is selected based further on the transmit power level.
[0103] In one example, an apparatus for wireless communication, comprising: means for sending information indicative
of a virtual noise figure for a base station; and means for receiving an access request or a handoff request from a terminal,
the terminal selecting the base station based on the virtual noise figure for the base station. The apparatus may further
comprising: means for determining the virtual noise figure based on a transmit power level for the base station and a
reference transmit power level. The apparatus may further comprising: means for sending information indicative of an
actual noise figure for the base station, the actual noise figure being lower than the virtual noise figure; and means for
receiving data sent by the terminal at a rate selected based on the actual noise figure for the base station.
[0104] In one example, a method for wireless communication, comprising: determining a loading parameter indicative
of loading at a base station; determining a loading indicator for the base station based on the loading parameter and a
virtual noise figure for the base station; and transmitting the loading indicator to terminals. The method may further
comprising: determining the virtual noise figure based on a transmit power level for the base station and a reference
transmit power level. In the method, the determining the loading parameter may comprise determining an interference-
over-thermal (IoT) or a rise-over-thermal (RoT) as the loading parameter for the base station. In the method, the deter-
mining the loading indicator may comprise comparing the loading parameter against a threshold, the loading parameter
or the threshold being determined based on the virtual noise figure for the base station, and setting the loading indicator
based on comparison result.
[0105] In one example, an apparatus for wireless communication, comprising: means for determining a loading pa-
rameter indicative of loading at a base station; means for determining a loading indicator for  the base station based on
the loading parameter and a virtual noise figure for the base station; and means for transmitting the loading indicator to
terminals. The apparatus may further comprising: means for determining the virtual noise figure based on a transmit
power level for the base station and a reference transmit power level. In the apparatus, the means for determining the
loading parameter may comprise means for determining an interference-over-thermal (IoT) or a rise-over-thermal (RoT)
as the loading parameter for the base station. In the apparatus, the means for determining the loading indicator may
comprise means for comparing the loading parameter against a threshold, the loading parameter or the threshold being
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determined based on the virtual noise figure for the base station, and means for setting the loading indicator based on
comparison result.
[0106] In one example, a method for wireless communication, comprising: determining received signal quality for a
terminal at a base station; generating a power control command based on the received signal quality and a virtual noise
figure for the base station; and sending the power control command to the terminal. The method may further comprising:
determining the virtual noise figure based on a transmit power level for the base station and a reference transmit power
level. In the method, the determining the received signal quality may comprise determining a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR),
a carrier-over-thermal (CoT), or a carrier-to-interference ratio (C/I) for the terminal at the base station.
[0107] In one example, an apparatus for wireless communication, comprising: means for determining received signal
quality for a terminal at a base station; means for generating a power control command based on the received signal
quality and a virtual noise figure for the base station; and means for sending the power control command to the terminal.
The apparatus may further comprising means for determining the virtual noise figure based on a transmit power level
for the base station and a reference transmit power level. In the apparatus, the means for determining the received
signal quality may comprise means for  determining a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), a carrier-over-thermal (CoT), or a
carrier-to-interference ratio (C/I) for the terminal at the base station.
[0108] In one example, a method for wireless communication, comprising: receiving information indicative of a virtual
noise figure for a base station; and determining a transmit power level for a terminal based on the virtual noise figure
for the base station. In the method, the transmit power level may be for a first channel, and wherein the determining the
transmit power level may comprises determining an offset based on the virtual noise figure for the base station, and
setting the transmit power level for the first channel based on a second transmit power level for a second channel and
the offset. The method may further comprising: receiving power control commands from the base station, and adjusting
the transmit power level of the terminal based on the power control commands. In the method, the information indicative
of the virtual noise figure for the base station may comprise the virtual noise figure for the base station or a change in
the virtual noise figure for the base station. In the method, the determining the transmit power level may comprises
determining a change in the virtual noise figure for the base station based on the received information, and adjusting
the transmit power level of the terminal based on the change in the virtual noise figure for the base station. In the method,
the determining the transmit power level may comprises determining a change in the virtual noise figure for the base
station based on the received information, increasing the transmit power level of the terminal if the virtual noise figure
for the base station is degraded, and decreasing the transmit power level of the terminal if the virtual noise figure for the
base station is improved.

Claims

1. A method for wireless communication, comprising:

determining (912) a virtual noise figure, wherein the virtual noise figure is based on a transmit power level for
a base station (120, 122) and a reference transmit power level;
determining (914) received signal quality for a terminal (110) at the base station (120, 122);
generating (916) a power control command based on the received signal quality and a virtual noise figure for
the base station (120, 122); and
sending (918) the power control command to the terminal (110).

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the determining (914) the received signal quality comprises determining a signal-
to-noise ratio, SNR, a carrier-over-thermal, CoT, or a carrier-to-interference ratio, C/I, for the terminal (110) at the
base station (120, 122).

3. An apparatus for wireless communication, comprising:

means for determining (1012) a virtual noise figure, wherein the virtual noise figure is determined based on a
transmit power level for the base station (120, 122) and a reference transmit power level;
means for determining (1014) received signal quality for a terminal (110) at the base station (120, 122);
means for generating (1016) a power control command based on the received signal quality and a virtual noise
figure for the base station (120, 122); and
means for sending (1018) the power control command to the terminal (110).

4. The apparatus of claim 3, wherein the means for determining (1014) the received signal quality comprises means
for determining a signal-to-noise ratio, SNR, a carrier-over-thermal, CoT, or a carrier-to-interference ratio, C/I, for
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the terminal (110) at the base station (120, 122).

5. A method for wireless communication, comprising:

receiving (1112) information indicative of a virtual noise figure for a base station (120, 122), wherein the virtual
noise figure is based on a transmit power level for the base station (120, 122) and a reference transmit power level;
determining (1114) a transmit power level for a terminal (110) based on the virtual noise figure for the base
station (120, 122);
receiving (1116) power control commands from the base station (120, 122); and
adjusting (1118) the transmit power level of the terminal (110) based on the power control commands.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the transmit power level is for a first channel, and wherein the determining (1114)
the transmit power level comprises
determining an offset based on the virtual noise figure for the base station (120, 122), and
setting the transmit power level for the first channel based on a second transmit power level for a second channel
and the offset.

7. The method of claim 5, wherein the information indicative of the virtual noise figure for the base station (120, 122)
comprises the virtual noise figure for the base station (120, 122) or a change in the virtual noise figure for the base
station (120, 122).

8. The method of claim 5, wherein the determining (1114) the transmit power level comprises
determining a change in the virtual noise figure for the base station (120, 122) based on the received information,
and adjusting the transmit power level of the terminal (110) based on the change in the virtual noise figure for the
base station (120, 122).

9. The method of claim 5, wherein the determining (1114) the transmit power level comprises
determining a change in the virtual noise figure for the base station (120, 122) based on the received information,
increasing the transmit power level of the terminal (110) if the virtual noise figure for the base station (120, 122) is
degraded, and
decreasing the transmit power level of the terminal (110) if the virtual noise figure for the base station (120, 122) is
improved.

10. An apparatus for wireless communication, comprising:

means for receiving (1212) information indicative of a virtual noise figure for a base station (120, 122), wherein
the virtual noise figure is based on a transmit power level for the base station (120, 122) and a reference transmit
power level;
means for determining (1214) a transmit power level for a terminal (110) based on the virtual noise figure for
the base station (120, 122);
means for receiving (1216) power control commands from the base station (120, 122); and
means for adjusting (1218) the transmit power level of the terminal (110) based on the power control commands.

11. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein the transmit power level is for a first channel, and wherein the means for
determining (1214) the transmit power level comprises
means for determining an offset based on the virtual noise figure for the base station (120, 122), and
means setting the transmit power level for the first channel based on a second transmit power level for a second
channel and the offset.

12. A computer program product, comprising:

a computer-readable medium comprising: code for causing at least one computer to carry out a method according
to any of claims 1, 2 and 5 to 9.

Patentansprüche

1. Ein Verfahren für kabellose Kommunikation, aufweisend:
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Bestimmen (912) eines virtuellen Rauschmaßes, wobei das virtuelle Rauschmaß auf einem Übertragungslei-
stungsniveau für eine Basisstation (120, 122) und einem Referenzübertragungsleistungsniveau basiert;
Bestimmen (914) einer empfangenen Signalqualität für ein Endgerät (110) an der Basisstation (120, 122);
Generieren (916) eines Leistungssteuerungsbefehls basierend auf der empfangenen Signalqualität und eines
virtuellen Rauschmaßes für die Basisstation (120, 122); und
Senden (918) des Leistungssteuerungsbefehls an das Endgerät (110).

2. Das Verfahren von Anspruch 1, wobei das Bestimmen (914) der empfangenen Signalqualität aufweist Bestimmen
eines Signal-zu-Rauschverhältnisses, SNR, eines Träger-über-Temperatur-, CoT, oder eines Träger-zu-Interferenz-
Verhältnisses, C/I, für das Endgerät (110) an der Basisstation (120, 122).

3. Eine Vorrichtung für kabellose Kommunikation, aufweisend:

Mittel zum Bestimmen (1012) eines virtuellen Rauschmaßes,
wobei das virtuelle Rauschmaß bestimmt wird basierend auf einem Übertragungsleistungsniveau für die Ba-
sisstation (120, 122) und einem Referenzübertragungsleistungsniveau;
Mittel zum Bestimmen (1014) einer empfangenen Signalqualität für ein Endgerät (110) an der Basisstation (120,
122);
Mittel zum Generieren (1016) eines Leistungssteuerungsbefehls basierend auf der empfangenen Signalqualität
und eines virtuellen Rauschmaßes für die Basisstation (120, 122); und
Mittel zum Senden (1018) des Leistungssteuerungsbefehls an das Endgerät (110).

4. Die Vorrichtung von Anspruch 3, wobei das Mittel zum Bestimmen (1014) der empfangenen Signalqualität aufweist
Mittel zum Bestimmen eines Signal-zu-Rauschverhältnisses, SNR, eines Träger-über-Temperatur-, CoT, oder eines
Träger-zu-Interferenz-Verhältnisses, C/I, für das Endgerät (110) an der Basisstation (120,122).

5. Ein Verfahren für kabellose Kommunikation, aufweisend:

Empfangen (1112) einer Information anzeigend ein virtuelles Rauschmaß für eine Basisstation (120, 122),
wobei das virtuelle Rauschmaß auf einem Übertragungsleistungsniveau für die Basisstation (120, 122) und
einem Referenzübertragungsleistungsniveau basiert;
Bestimmen (1114) eines Übertragungsleistungsniveaus für ein Endgerät (110) basierend auf dem virtuellen
Rauschmaß für die Basisstation (120, 122);
Empfangen (1116) von Leistungssteuerungsbefehlen von der Basisstation (120, 122); und
Anpassen (1118) des Übertragungsleistungsniveaus für das Endgerät (110) basierend auf den Leistungssteue-
rungsbefehlen.

6. Das Verfahren von Anspruch 5, wobei das Übertragungsleistungsniveau für einen ersten Kanal vorgesehen ist, und
wobei das Bestimmen (1114) des Übertragungsleistungsniveaus aufweist
Bestimmen eines Offsets basierend auf dem virtuellen Rauschmaß für die Basisstation (120, 122), und
Setzen des Übertragungsleistungsniveaus für den ersten Kanal basierend auf einem zweiten Übertragungslei-
stungsniveau für einen zweiten Kanal und dem Offset.

7. Das Verfahren von Anspruch 5, wobei die Information anzeigend ein virtuelles Rauschmaß für eine Basisstation
(120, 122) aufweist  das virtuelle Rauschmaß für die Basisstation (120, 122) oder eine Änderung in dem virtuellen
Rauschmaß für die Basisstation (120, 122).

8. Das Verfahren von Anspruch 5, wobei das Bestimmen (1114) des Übertragungsleistungsniveaus aufweist
Bestimmen einer Änderung in dem virtuellen Rauschmaß für die Basisstation (120, 122) basierend auf der emp-
fangenen Information, und
Anpassen des Übertragungsleistungsniveaus für das Endgerät (110) basierend auf der Änderung in dem virtuellen
Rauschmaß für die Basisstation (120, 122).

9. Das Verfahren von Anspruch 5, wobei das Bestimmen (1114) des Übertragungsleistungsniveaus aufweist
Bestimmen einer Änderung in dem virtuellen Rauschmaß für die Basisstation (120, 122) basierend auf der emp-
fangenen Information,
Erhöhen des Übertragungsleistungsniveaus von dem Endgerät (110), falls das virtuelle Rauschmaß für die Basis-
station (120, 122) sich verschlechtert, und
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Heruntersetzen des Übertragungsleistungsniveaus von dem Endgerät (110), falls das virtuelle Rauschmaß für die
Basisstation (120, 122) sich verbessert.

10. Eine Vorrichtung für kabellose Kommunikation, aufweisend:

Mittel zum Empfangen (1212) einer Information anzeigend ein virtuelles Rauschmaß für eine Basisstation (120,
122), wobei das virtuelle Rauschmaß auf einem Übertragungsleistungsniveau für die Basisstation (120, 122)
und einem Referenzübertragungsleistungsniveau basiert;
Mittel zum Bestimmen (1214) eines Übertragungsleistungsniveaus für ein Endgerät (110) basierend auf dem
virtuellen Rauschmaß für die Basisstation (120, 122);
Mittel zum Empfangen (1216) von Leistungssteuerungsbefehlen von der Basisstation (120,122); und
Mittel zum Anpassen (1218) des Übertragungsleistungsniveaus für das Endgerät (110) basierend auf den
Leistungssteuerungsbefehlen.

11. Die Vorrichtung von Anspruch 10, wobei das Übertragungsleistungsniveau für einen ersten Kanal vorgesehen ist,
und wobei das Mittel zum Bestimmen (1214) des Übertragungsleistungsniveaus aufweist
Mittel zum Bestimmen eines Offsets basierend auf dem virtuellen Rauschmaß für die Basisstation (120, 122), und
Mittel zum Setzen des Übertragungsleistungsniveaus für den ersten Kanal basierend auf einem zweiten Übertra-
gungsleistungsniveau für einen zweiten Kanal und dem Offset.

12. Ein Computerprogrammprodukt aufweisend:

ein computerlesbares Medium aufweisend:

Kode zum Bewirken, dass zumindest ein Computer ein Verfahren entsprechend einem der Ansprüche 1,
2 und 5 bis 9 ausführt.

Revendications

1. Un procédé de communication sans fil, comprenant :

la détermination (912) d’un chiffre de bruit virtuel, le chiffre de bruit virtuel étant fonction d’un niveau de puissance
d’émission pour une station de base (120, 122) et d’un niveau de puissance d’émission de référence ;
la détermination (914) d’une qualité de signal reçu pour un terminal (110) à la station de base (120, 122) ;
la génération (916) d’une commande de contrôle de puissance en fonction de la qualité du signal reçu et d’un
chiffre de bruit virtuel pour la station de base (120, 122) ; et
l’envoi (918) de la commande de contrôle de puissance au terminal (110).

2. Le procédé de la revendication 1, dans lequel la détermination (914) de la qualité du signal reçu comprend la
détermination d’un rapport signal-sur-bruit, SNR, d’un rapport porteuse-sur-bruit thermique, CoT, ou d’un rapport
porteuse-sur-interférence, C/I, pour le terminal (110) à la station de base (120, 122).

3. Un dispositif de communication sans fil, comprenant :

des moyens de détermination (1012) d’un chiffre de bruit virtuel, le chiffre de bruit virtuel étant fonction d’un
niveau de puissance d’émission pour la station de base (120, 122) et d’un niveau de puissance d’émission de
référence ;
des moyens de détermination (1014) d’une qualité de signal reçu pour un terminal (110) à la station de base
(120, 122) ;
des moyens de génération (1016) d’une commande de contrôle de puissance en fonction de la qualité du signal
reçu et d’un chiffre de bruit virtuel pour la station de base (120, 122) ; et
des moyens d’envoi (1018) de la commande de contrôle de puissance au terminal (110).

4. Le dispositif de la revendication 3, dans lequel les moyens de détermination (1014) de la qualité du signal reçu
comprennent des moyens de détermination d’un rapport signal-sur-bruit, SNR, d’un rapport porteuse-sur-bruit ther-
mique, CoT, ou d’un rapport porteuse-sur-interférence, C/I, pour le terminal (110) à la station de base (120, 122).
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5. Un procédé de communication sans fil, comprenant :

la réception (1112) d’une information indiquant un chiffre de bruit virtuel pour une station de base (120, 122),
le chiffre de bruit virtuel étant fonction d’un niveau de puissance d’émission pour la station de base (120, 122)
et d’un niveau de puissance d’émission de référence ;
la détermination (1114) d’un niveau de puissance d’émission pour un terminal (110) en fonction du chiffre de
bruit virtuel pour la station de base (120, 122) ;
la réception (1116) de commandes de contrôle de puissance en provenance de la station de base (120, 122) ; et
l’ajustement (1118) du niveau de puissance d’émission du terminal (110) en fonction des commandes de contrôle
de puissance.

6. Le procédé de la revendication 5, dans lequel le niveau de puissance d’émission est pour un premier canal, et dans
lequel la détermination (1114) du niveau de puissance d’émission comprend :

la détermination d’un décalage en fonction du chiffre de bruit virtuel pour la station de base (120, 122), et
l’ajustement du niveau de puissance d’émission pour le premier canal en fonction d’un second niveau de
puissance d’émission pour un second canal et du décalage.

7. Le procédé de la revendication 5, dans lequel l’information indiquant le chiffre de bruit virtuel pour la station de base
(120, 122) comprend le chiffre de bruit virtuel pour la station de base (120, 122) ou une modification du chiffre de
bruit virtuel pour la station de base (120, 122).

8. Le procédé de la revendication 5, dans lequel la détermination (1114) du niveau de puissance d’émission comprend :

la détermination d’une modification du chiffre de bruit virtuel pour la station de base (120, 122) en fonction de
l’information reçue, et
l’ajustement du niveau de puissance d’émission du terminal (110) en fonction de la modification du chiffre de
bruit virtuel pour la station de base (120, 122).

9. Le procédé de la revendication 5, dans lequel la détermination (1114) du niveau de puissance d’émission comprend :

la détermination d’une modification du chiffre de bruit virtuel pour la station de base (120, 122) en fonction de
l’information reçue,
l’augmentation du niveau de puissance d’émission du terminal (110) si le chiffre de bruit virtuel pour la station
de base (120, 122) s’est dégradé, et
la diminution du niveau de puissance d’émission du terminal (110) si le chiffre de bruit virtuel pour la station de
base (120, 122) s’est amélioré.

10. Un dispositif de communication sans fil, comprenant :

des moyens de réception (1212) d’une information indiquant un chiffre de bruit virtuel pour une station de base
(120, 122), le chiffre de bruit virtuel étant fonction d’un niveau de puissance d’émission pour la station de base
(120, 122) et d’un niveau de puissance d’émission de référence ;
des moyens de détermination (1214) d’un niveau de puissance d’émission pour un terminal (110) en fonction
du chiffre de bruit virtuel pour la station de base (120, 122) ;
des moyens de réception (1216) de commandes de contrôle de puissance en provenance de la station de base
(120, 122) ; et
des moyens d’ajustement (1218) du niveau de puissance d’émission du terminal (110) en fonction des com-
mandes de contrôle de puissance.

11. Le dispositif de la revendication 10, dans lequel le niveau de puissance d’émission est pour un premier canal, et
dans lequel les moyens de détermination (1214) du niveau de puissance d’émission comprennent :

des moyens de détermination d’un décalage en fonction du chiffre de bruit virtuel pour la station de base (120,
122), et
des moyens d’ajustement du niveau de puissance d’émission pour le premier canal en fonction d’un second
niveau de puissance d’émission pour un second canal et du décalage.
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12. Un programme-produit informatique comprenant :

un support lisible par calculateur comprenant : du code pour faire en sorte qu’au moins un calculateur mette
en oeuvre un procédé selon l’une des revendications 1, 2 et 5 à 9.
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